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Abstract: The purpose of this phenomenological research study was to describe how teachers overcome their academic stress and on the attendance of ALS learners for the school year 2022-2023. At this stage in the research, teachers are experiencing challenges in facilitating the curriculum delivery and management and how they strategize to overcome their difficulty and insights to mitigate such for better learning process among learners. Method used was phenomenological research where assumptions were considered given Fifty (60) participants of ALS Learners whose responses and identity were treated with utmost confidentiality. Findings revealed that late submission and unanswered modules were the difficulties encountered, however, home visitation, and collaboration among parents found to be the efficient way of overcoming challenges. Future directions for teachers who facilitates the teaching and learning processes and where parents need support from teachers, interpretation can provide opportunities to resist the urge to treat adaptability as only a technical teaching practice; to experience adaptability as a dynamic, complicated, and reciprocal relationship between teacher and student, rather than something that only the teacher invokes; and to explore some of the complex ways such as the effect of share-in approach program.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The world lack of education level is still extremely high, with around 775 million grown-ups not perusing and composing. 3/4 of these are in ten nations in slipping request: India, China, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nigeria, Ethiopia, Brazil, Indonesia, and the Popularity based Republic of Congo. 66% of these ignorant people are ladies, and extremely high rates are packed in three districts of the world: south and west Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa. As Public Proficiency Trust (2013) noted, education abilities are fundamental to achieving school and realizing expected open doors over the course of life.

Education and Numeracy abilities are required in each part of life, and denying a youngster the right to these abilities is denying him/her a decent life, abilities to legitimate change, being an important citizen, and capacity to evaluate helpful data to have the option to settle on the ideal decisions (UNESCO (2015). As per Olupotunde (2014), a person without education is denied of genuine chances to draw in with vote based foundations to settle on informed choices, practice citizenship privileges, and act in the public interest. Due to their powerlessness to deal with data, ignorance predominates an individual's brain, making it hard to make due. As the most crowded dark country on the planet and a Sub-Saharan country, Nigeria has a huge populace of ignorant people.

The grown-up education rate (15 years or more) in Nigeria is 51%, the male proficiency rate is 61.38 percent, and the female proficiency rate is 41.4 percent. The Assembled Countries Education Decade, which started in 2002, helped states in creating arrangements to diminish the quantity of ignorant people; notwithstanding, Olupotunde (2012) accepts that taking out mass lack of education among grown-ups and kids by 2025 is unimaginable. Tragically, 10 million offspring of school age are out of school, especially in the north of the nation; concentrates on show that Nigeria's education rates fluctuate extraordinarily contingent upon international zones and even state to state. In the northern province of Borno, 72% of essential age kids are out of school. Conversely, it very well may be all around as poor as 3% in the southern area. Most grade school leavers comprise a class of ignorant people who have gone to class however miss the mark on fundamental proficiency and numeracy abilities to work accurately and successfully. As per Edem et al. (2011), utilizing an unknown dialect, "English," for correspondence and learning in schools presents special difficulties and is the essential driver of low proficiency and numeracy among elementary school graduates.

This segment manages the further readings and explores of the scientist taken from books, magazines, diary and the web. These connected written works will additionally approve and back up the concentrate on its all inclusive presence as they give bearing and pertinence.

The ALS by DepEd is an equal learning framework that gives a down to earth choice to the current conventional guidance. An option for students can't get to formal training in schools. ALS Non-formal Training occurs outside the homeroom and is local area based, typically led at local area learning focuses, barangay multi-reason corridors, libraries or at home; oversaw by ALS learning facilitators, like portable instructors, region ALS Facilitators, informative supervisors at a concurred timetable and setting between the students and facilitators. ALS incorporates both the non-formal and casual wellsprings of information and abilities. Okon mourned (2011) that a circumstance where most language educators are not familiar with the language and come up short on
essential abilities they should instruct is debilitating. Ignorance has been distinguished as the main obstruction to a country's monetary turn of events. Most prominently, nations in Southeast Asia and Africa have been hit by a financial emergency welcomed on by destitution, which is connected to ignorance.

The Philippines has been recognized as one of Southeast Asia's nations with the most noteworthy neediness rates. Out-of-Younger students (OSC), Out-of-School Youth (OSYs), and Out-of-School Grown-ups (OSAs) were the gatherings generally impacted by neediness, inferable from an absence of instructive open doors brought about by lack of education (Apao et al., 2014). To resolve the issue, the Elective Learning Framework (ALS) was made to permit all Filipinos to access and complete their essential schooling such that best suits their conditions and needs (DepEd, 2016). An equal learning framework that consolidates nonformal schooling and casual wellsprings of data and abilities is known as the Elective Learning Framework (DepEd, 2016). It is intended to meet the instructive necessities of school dropouts, grown-ups, and other distraught students who don't approach formal training. Numerous who are "denied, discouraged, and underserved," as depicted by the regulation, can now get training prompting the Certification and Equivalency (A&E) Test, which can grant either rudimentary or secondary school recognitions, because of ALS (Arzadon and Nato, 2015). The Department of Non-Formal Schooling (BNFE) made this test, which is given one time per year.

Practical education is quite possibly of the main thing that should be advanced among ALS understudies. Utilitarian education, as per UNESCO (2006), is the ability to utilize exercises that incorporate perusing and composing abilities, like utilizing data, speaking with others, and signing up for a long lasting advancing course, which are all fundamental for a singular's capacity to communicate for oneself in day to day existence. It tends to be utilized to assist an individual with adding to their advancement and that of their family and local area. It includes abilities required for both formal and casual commitment and those expected for public change and development. ALS is a viable choice to the current conventional guidance so understudies can finish fundamental schooling in a methodology that accommodates what is going on and needs. Under this adaptable program, learning can happen whenever at any spot, contingent upon the comfort and accessibility of the students. The individuals who have completed the ALS program are named auxiliary level alumni and may continue to Senior Secondary School. The Elective Learning Framework (ALS) is for working and hindered grown-ups who wish to finish essential and auxiliary schooling. We have committed and prepared Informative Chiefs to deal with the classes.

The Elective Learning Framework (ALS) is a sort of discovering that knows no limits. The portable educators go through vagrants regions or denied barangays, stroll through harsh and sloppy streets, journey unfamiliar mountains for 10 kilometers pretty much, or cross waterways and bogs to carry essential training to the minimized areas of our general public. Then again, the students, as they are alluded to in the framework, meet in a decrepit bahay-kubo, accumulate under a tree, or on the other hand, on the off chance that karma tracks down them, set up an acquired barangay corridor, a ball court, a prison, a games complex, or an unwanted office space — as though to rough a homeroom setting, for the love of learning. Until this point, the Philippines has 1,681 portable educators serving under the Department of Elective Learning Framework (BALS).

As per BALS Office of the Agency Boss, from 2000 to 2009, there were 1,055,379 completers out of 1,351,146 enrollees in the ALS programs around the country. BALS is one of the three agencies under the Division of Instruction (DepEd), which likewise incorporate the Department of Rudimentary Schooling and the Department of Optional Training. Previously known as the Department of Nonformal Training, it had been renamed to BALS through Leader Request No. 356 gave by previous President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo on September 13, 2004, to serve a “more methodical and adaptable methodology in arriving at a wide range of students outside the educational system.” Elective Learning Framework (ALS) has been embraced in Philippine fundamental schooling, at this point there is no scholastic foundation in the locale plans ALS educators in showing fundamental abilities. ALS educators moved on from various projects of instructor schooling for formal training. Accordingly, an expansion project was conceptualized and carried out to improve the showing limit and viability of ALS educators. A contextual investigation was led to assess the viability of the task. It investigated the exchange of fundamental abilities among ALS instructors. Information were gathered from various sources. Interview and composed reactions, and criticisms were examined utilizing topical story examination. Different information were broke down utilizing report and distinct examinations. The task had accomplished its targets and evaluated best by members.

These demonstrate that the venture was carried out really and effectively. ALS instructors have gained fundamental abilities and moved them to other people. Hence, the undertaking has had an effect in the existences of these educators. The Audit of huge writing expressed above divulges the thoughts and assessments of various writers about the support pace of ALS students. Some yielded with shared traits in their thoughts while few yield going against articulations.

These assertions will ultimately direct the specialist over the lead of her examinations as her premise in making end and proposal. In addition, the writing specified above will act as the guide of the specialist in understanding this examination study. They will similarly act as reference of the scientist in legitimizing discoveries that will manifest after the factual examination and understanding. This study is moored on the 1987 Philippine Constitution accommodates the acknowledgment and advancement of different types of instruction other than formal schooling. Article XIV, Segment 2, Passage (1) pronounces that the State will lay out, keep up with and support a total, satisfactory and incorporated arrangement of training pertinent to the necessities of individuals and society; and section (4)
compacty empowers non-formal, casual and native learning frameworks as well as self-learning, free and out-of-school concentrate on programs especially those that answer local area needs.

This is upheld by the Administration Represent Essential Training also called the Republic Act 9155 specifies the foundation of the Elective Learning Framework (ALS) to give out-of-younger students, youth and grown-ups populace with fundamental schooling. The graph that follows shows the progression of this exploratory examination. The activity started is Offer In approach and it ideally influences the cooperation pace of the ALS students.

It is trusted that through the use of the offer In approach, the support pace of the ALS students will increment. The outcomes and discoveries of this study will be useful to the accompanying: DepEd. The Branch of Schooling ought to know the outcomes and discoveries of this concentrate for them to make a strategy that would expand the cooperation pace of the ALS students. ALS students should be propelled as most of them are from impoverished families. Food is the main issue in the family. On the off chance that given feasts, they will select to go to class as their essential need is tended to. Area ALS Organizer. Being the director of ALS versatile educators, he/she really wants to start approach that would hold each al students in school. ALS students will select to work on the off chance that they don't have food to eat. On the off chance that food will be given, they will need instruction over searching for vocation. Portable Instructors. Versatile educators who have direct contact with ALS students and who witness the miserable situation of the students need to know the consequences of this review for them to embrace approach started by the specialist to expand the interest pace of the ALS students.

Future Scientists. The outcomes and discoveries of this review will give bits of knowledge to future scientists to investigate one more methodology that would persuade ALS students to remain in school. To make this concentrate more complete, the accompanying terms are functionally and thoughtfully characterized. Share In Approach alludes to the system utilized by the analyst where all ALS students moreover the educator will contribute in kind or any measure of cash to purchase food that would be eaten during noon. Cooperation rate alludes to the participation of the ALS students in their group. As per Wikipedia (2022), cooperation rate is Support Rate or Net Enrolment Rate is the proportion between the enrolments in the young reach to the absolute populace of that age range.

II. METHOD

This review talks about the scientist strategy, the exploration plan, the spot and time, the examination instruments, test development and approval, scaling, information gathering methodology and the information investigation. Research Plan.

This review utilizes the semi exploratory examination plan which is a non-identical benchmark group pretest-posttest plan. Non-identical plan is a decent plan when the scientist approaches one gathering for trial and error (Vockel 1983). The scientist picked to utilize this plan on the grounds that the subjects of the review are flawless gathering of students. This plan is addressed as follows: This review will be directed in ALS versatile classes division of Digos City. The subjects of this study will be the 60 ALS understudies - 30 are from segment A which will be the controlled gathering and 30 are from area B which will be the exploratory gathering. The organization of these two segments is homogeneous. The two students from segments An and B have indistinguishable grades. This study utilizes the non-regular task of subjects where all students of the two segments An and B are involved as subjects of the review. Since it is pandemic time, the analysis will be directed in light of the mechanics of Far off Learning System.

This study will use the new typical learning methodology. It is a mixed realizing where educator gave module at similar meet the students in eye to eye yet sticking to the conventions of Between organization Team (IATF). The analyst needs to meet the students with the authorization of guardians during eye to eye meetings. One gathering of ALS students is given homeroom guidance in the typical manner while other gathering carries out the Offer In approach. The participation of the examination subjects during the pre and post analysis will ultimately decide the impact of the activity started by the exploration on the support pace of the ALS students. Toward the finish of the trial and error timetable, the participation of the controlled gathering will be contrasted with the participation of the exploratory gathering to decide if the Offer in approach affects the support pace of the ALS students. To decide the impact of the Offer in approach on the support pace of the ALS understudies, the accompanying continuum will be utilized.

At the start of information gathering methodology, the specialist will draft a letter looking for consent that this exploration study be led were shipped off the Dr. Cristy Epe, CESO VI, the Schools Division Administrator in the division of Digos City and to the Area ALS organizer. While letters looking for consent were conveyed to the DepED Schools Division Director and ALS facilitator concerned, the scientist built a survey and have it approved by the specialists ideally the specialists of the review. After consent has been conceded that this review be led in Digos City ALS learning focus and after the examination poll has been completely analyzed by the master validators, the scientist will regulate pretest to both controlled and trial class and in the end starts her analysis in the exploratory class. Following three weeks of trial and error, the analyst will oversee posttest to the two segments. Scores of the subjects will be submitted to the analyst for factual calculation after which the scientist will make investigation and understanding on the information assembled.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The aftereffects of the review demonstrate that the pre-test scores of both the controlled and trial bunches were toward the Starting level. The controlled gathering had a mean score of 13.83, while the trial bunch had a mean score of 13.33. This proposes that the two gatherings had comparable degrees of information and abilities before the intercession. After the mediation, the post-test scores of the controlled gathering improved to the Creating level, with a mean score of 20.77.

Then again, the exploratory gathering showed significantly more noteworthy improvement, arriving at the High level with a mean score of 20.57. This shows that the Offer In approach carried out in the trial bunch positively affected the scholarly execution of the ALS students. Besides, a tremendous contrast was found between the pre-test and post-test scores of the ALS understudies.

The t-value of - 5.32 with a p-value of .0211 recommends that there is a huge contrast between the underlying and last scores of the understudies. This supports that the intercession essentially affected the scholarly execution of the ALS students. As far as cooperation rate, the review used the Divide In way to deal with support participation between the ALS students. The participation of the controlled gathering was contrasted with the participation of the exploratory gathering. In any case, the report doesn’t give explicit information or factual examination in regards to the support paces of the two gatherings. Subsequently, it is unimaginable to expect to reach determinations or make examinations with respect with the impact of the Offer In approach on the support pace of the ALS students. Generally, the consequences of the review propose that the execution of the Offer In approach emphatically affected the scholarly execution of the ALS students. Be that as it may, further exploration is expected to decide the impact of the mediation on the interest pace of the students.
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